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SUMMARY
This is a sequel to the previous article (Proceedings Kon. Ned. Akad. van Wetensch., A 83 (4),
(1980), 367-374, see MR, 82d: 10053, 10010.) on the Mordell and Tietavainen inequalities for the
distribution of zeros of polynomial congruences in incomplete residue systems modulo k. Here the
emphasis is on composite k and applies to a general class of polynomials satisfying mild conditions
of non-degeneracy for each prime plk.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let k be a fixed integer > 1, e(t) == exp (2nitk - I) and
(1) C==Ck== {x== (x\> X2, ,,,,xN)eZN: O::5xi<k(l ::5i::5N)}.
If !J> is a bounded subset of IRN , let
(2) I!J> I== card (!J> nZN),
so that lei ==kN. Further, let S be any finite subset of ZN and define
(3) Ej(S) ==E/k, S) == ~ I ~ e( - zoyW U == 1,2).
O",zeC yeS
For any polynomial f e Z[x] \ Z we shall consider the set of solutions xeS of
the congruence
(4) f(x)=O mod k.
On taking
(5) ¢J(x)==¢Jk(x)=k- 1 ~ e(tf(x»
l"tsk
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which is clearly 1 if x satisfies (4) and 0 otherwise, let
(6) ( lSI)LI(S,¢)= L ¢(X)- ICI L ¢(x)XES XEC
denote the difference between the number of solutions XES of (4) and the
appropriate proportion of the corresponding number of solutions x which
belong to the canonical 'box' C. The inequality of MordeIl and that of
Vinogradov can be unified (see [2] for details and for references) to produce
the bound
where
(8) F(C) = L I4'(z) I
O*ZEC
and
(9) 4'(z) = L ¢(x)e(zox).
XEC
It may be noted that the Fourier coefficients 4'(z) of ¢ are independent of S.
For k prime and for a wide class of polynomials f, estimates for the 4'(z) with
z,*O have produced a bound for F(C) which is of a lower order of magnitude
than that of 4'(0) = LXEc ¢(x) as k--+ 00 (cf., [2] for references). This alone
shows that if S=B is a 'box' of the type,
(10) B = {x E ZN : ai:5.Xi:5.ai+ hi, (1:5.i:5.N)} e C,
where, as is known ([2], § 3),
EI(B)~ ICI(log ICI)N,
and IBI is sufficiently large, the solutions x mod k of (4) are distributed with
a certain uniformity throughout C. The difficulty in estimating E I (S) was
circumvented by Tietavainen [8], who introduced a weighted counting function
by considering
(11) L2(S,¢)~ISI-1 L ¢(x+Y)-(II~II) L ¢(x).
<X,Y)ES2 XEC
A similar analysis (cf. [2]) to that for L I (S, ¢) produced the bound
(12) L 2(S, ¢)~F(C)· E2(S)ISI-1 ·ICI- I ,
Now E2(S) is relatively easy to estimate for any S (cf., (36»; in fact
(13) E2(S) = jSI{ICI-ISI} if SeC.
and, generally
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Our purpose now is to extend the method of Tietavainen to encompass a
general class of polynomials f satisfying mild conditions of non-degeneracy for
each prime plk, where k is an arbitrary composite modulus. Then, by concen-
trating on the case where Set..C and lSI is large compared with lei, it is possible
to give an application to 'the circle problem in an arithmetic progression' and
obtain marginal improvements on the known estimates. Throughout, we shall
assume the three hypotheses;
(A) f(X) has no singular zeros in IFp for each p\k.
(B) f(X) has no linear factors in IFp[X] for each plk.
(C) SClLN is "integrally convex" in the sense that S=/7nlLN, for some
convex subset /7 of IR N •
REMARK. (A) and (B) provide convenient restrictions on f to permit a sharp
estimate for F(C) as does (C) for £2(S),
THEOREM. Assume (A), (B), (C). Let d(S) denote the diameter of the set S
and k * the square-free part of k: Then
(15) L2(S,¢J)~d(k)k-IkV2{max (k*,d(S»}N-I.
where d(n) = ~dln 1.
Consider now the example with N =2, where the modulus k is arbitrary and
S is not restricted to be a subset of C:
(16) f(x)=xI +x~-a, (a,k) = 1
(17) S ={x E lL2 : xi +x~:s;X,}
This is the circle problem in A.P. By a quite different method based upon
analytic techniques R.A. Smith [7] has proved that, under the conditions
(18) X~k3/2, O<p<t,
(19) x~ r(n) - nHk(a)·-
n"'X k
n_a(k)
(21)
~d(k)X2I3+P k- 1I2(1 +3P),
where r(n) denotes the number of representations of n as a sum of two squares
of integers and
(20) ~ ¢J(x)=kHk(a) =k n (1 - X(P)p - 1),
x a C plk
X being the non-principal character mod 4.
For comparison, we observe that (15) implies that
{
d(k)kIl2, if X:s;tk2
L2(S,¢J)~
d(k)XII2k-1/2, if X>tk2
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which in turn implies a saving if X~k312+£ for any fixed e>O. On the other
hand, neither of the asymptotic formulae has significance if X 4.k3/ 2. A conse-
quence of (19) or (20) is that the congruence
(22) xT+x~=a mod k
has a solution (Xt,X2) mod k with O:sx;4.k3/4+£ (i= 1,2,) for all sufficiently
large k. Indeed, for k prime, this can be deduced from Mordell's analysis of
the bound (7), where he used Weil's estimate for the Kloosterman sum " to
obtain L t(S,tP)4.k1l2(iog k)2 . H. Iwaniec has informed me that, assuming
Hooley's hypothesis ([6], p. 44), he can deduce for k prime, there is a solution
of (22) with 0<X; 4. k 2l3+£(i =t,2). Recently I [4] applied Smith's estimate to a
similar problem on indefinite quaternary diophantine equations, where it was
essential to work with a composite modulus k and any such improvement would
lead to a correspondingly better estimate.
To effect some saving on the estimate in (12) we shall need to introduce some
further notation; this together with some elementary results are collected in
Section 2, the main lemmas following in Section 3. In Section 4, we use geo-
metrical arguments to estimate IS+ C I- IS I.
2. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY LEMMAS"
Def. 1 U(n,m)={xeCp. :f(x)=O modpn,z*x-/=O mod pm}, (m:sn) .
and
Def. 2 U(m, m) = U(m) .
Def. 3 hn,m(/) = IU(n,m) !, hm(/) = IU(m)l.
For any Klk and (a, k) =1,
Def. 4 tPa(k, K) = tPa(z; k, K)=
where tP(z) = tPt (z; k, k).
E tPk(CO)eK(az* co),
We e k
LEMMA 1. Let f(n) be an arithmetic function, periodic with period d'<?1. If
k =dl, d,* k and a;l=0 (mod /), then
(23) E f(n)ek(an) = O.
lsnsk
PROOF. (Well known). Write the sum in (23) in the form
E E !(n)ek(an) = E !(a)ek(aa) E e/(a..1.)
l~a~d I~n~k l~a~d O~ A< I
n-a mod d
and then note that the inner sum vanishes, unless a == 0 mod l .
* For the proof of (I5), we shall replace this by Bombieri's estimate for 'exponential sums along
a curve'; (cf. [4]).
•• For typographical reasons "mod k" will at times be replaced by "(k)" and the Vinogradov
symbol "<c" will be used in place of the usual "0" symbol.
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that
(i) k\>1, kz>1, (k\,kz) = 1, k\kz=k,
(ii) Kdk\, Kzlkz, K\Kz=K,
(iii) (a, k) = 1.
Then, with suitably chosen a\ and az prime to k, and kz respectively,
(24) tPa(k,K)=tPat(kJ,K\)tPa2(kz,Kz), for K>1.
For K= 1,
tPa(k, 1) = tP(k, 1) = L l/Jk(x)
xeCk
is independent of a and (24) takes the form
(25) tP(k, 1) = tP(k), 1)tP(kz, 1).
PROOF. By (5) and definition 4,
tPa(k, K) = L eK(az • co).
WECh
f(w) ..O(k)
Since Ck=k\Ck/f;kzCkt mod k, each oa e Ci. has a unique representation of
the form
co=k\x+kzY,
where x e Ck2, ye c., Then
XECk"YECk,
f(kt' +k2y)mO(k\k2)
and this sum splits into the product
this product becomes
3. THE MAIN LEMMAS (Estimation of tPa(k,K»
LEMMA 3. Suppose that 1-s m-s n, (z,p)=(a,p)= 1. Then
(i) tPa(pn, pm) = L epm(al)hn,m(/)'
ls/spm
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Suppose further that f(x) has no singular zeros in IFpo Then
(ii) hn,m(l) = p(n-m)(N-I)hm(l),
(iii) tPa(pn, pm) =0 for all m with 2 s ms n,
(iv) tPa(pn, p) =p(n-I)(N-I)tPa(p, pl.
where
tPa(p, p) = r ep(azox),
xeCp
f(x).O(p)
where
«». 1) = r 1.
xeCp
f(x).O(p)
PROOF. By definition 4 and (5),
(i)
(27) r epm(al)hn,m(/).
lstspm
xeCpn
f(x).O(p")
"x -t.O(pm)
For the other assertions, it suffices to follow the standard procedure for
counting zeros of a non-singular polynomial or a non-singular pair of poly-
nomials.
(ii) and (v). For (ii), note that for each x(pm) counted in hm(l) = IU(m) I, we
obtain, by (A), precisely pN-1 zeros sip" +I) of f(x), each of which auto-
matically satisfies z 0 x - 1=O(pm). Then, by repeating this process n - m times
we obtain (pN- I)n- m zeros x(pn) satisfying both f(x) =O(pn) and z 0 x - 1=
=O(pm). The standard procedure applies directly to give (v).
(iii) and (iv). It is convenient, for the adaptation of the standard procedure,
to distinguish two complementary subsets V(m) and W(m) of U(m), defined as
follows:
Def. Let
V(m) = {x E U(m) : 3t = t(x) with (t, p) = 1 such that 17f(x) =tz(p)}
and
W(m) ={x E U(m): ,It= t(x) with (t, p) =1 such that I7f(x)=tz(p)},
where 17f denotes the gradient off,
These sets arise naturally in the characterization of the elements
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belonging to U(m + 1) which arise from an arbitrary element x e U(m). Thus
(28)
(29)
(30)
Xe U(m + 1)#f(X)==zoX-/==O(pm+l)
# { f(x) +p ml7f(x) 'y==O(pm+ I)
z- (x+pmy) _ /==O(pm+ I)
# { l7f(x) 'y+p-mf(x)==O(p)
zoy + p-m(zox - /)==O(p).
Then IV(m + 1)1 and IW(m + 1)1 can be expressed in terms of IV(m)1and IW(m)[
respectively, by counting the number of y(p) which satisfy (30). Thus, for
IV(m + 1)1 it suffices to note that
l7f(X) == tz(p) for any t with (t, p) = 1
~ l7f(x)==tz(p) for any such t,
whence x e V(m). Then, from (30), we see that there are exactly pN-2 values
for y(p) and so
jV(m + 1)1 =pN-2jV(m)1 for all m ~ 1
from which follows
jV(m)I=p(m-I)(N-2)jV(l)I, for m e l:
For IW(m + 1)1, we can use the same argument on noting that the subset E(m)
of W(m), where
E(m) ={xe W(m): p-mf(x);I;p-mt(zox- /)(p)}
satisfies E(m) =0 for all m » 1 and that, by our hypotheses t is uniquely
determined (p) by l7f(x) == tz(p). This follows by an application of (28) and (30)
with XeE(2), xeE(l); whence E(2) = 0 and so E(m) = 0 (m> 1).
Suppose now that Xe W(m+ 1). Then X=x+pmy and
l7F(X)==rz(p), xe W(m).
Moreover, for m = 1, x Et' E(I) since
l7f(x) == tz(p)
and
f(X) = f(x + py) ==f(x) + pl7f(x) . y == t[z . (x + py) _ /](p2)
give
f(x) - t(z 0 x - /) ==p[tz 0 Y- l7f(x) . y](p2)
==0(p2).
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We can now conclude that
IW(m+1)!=pN-I\W(m)! for m~1
since, by (30) with only one linear restriction on y, there are exactly pN-1
values for y. Thus
(32) IW(m)! =p(m-I)(N-I)IW(1)1 m~2.
By (i) and (ii) with Definition 3,
pm
(33) p(n-m)(N-I)rfJa(pn,pm)= L epm(al) L 1=SI(m)+S2(m),
/:1 xeU(m)
say, where
(34) SI(m) = L epm(al) W(m)I,
l~tspm
(35) S2(m) = L epm(a/) IW(m) I,
ls/spm
since, from the definitions,
U(m) = V(m)U W(m)
V(m)n W(m) =0.
We consider the cases m~ 2 and m =1 separately
(iii) m ~ 2. Then rfJ(pn, pm) = 0, since SI(m) = S2(m) =O. This follows from
Lemma 1 with
k=pm,d==p,a=a,(a,p)= 1
on putting f(m) =W(m)l, IW(m) I respectively and noting that/em) has period
p; neither V(1) nor W(1) being affected by replacing Iby I', where 15/' modp.
(iv) rn e: 1. By (33) and (27) with m == 1,
p-(n-I)(N-l)rfJQ(pn,p)= L ep(al)!U(1)\
ls/sp
L ep(azox)
xeCp
!(X)"O(p)
= rfJa(p, p).
LEMMA 4. Suppose that K> 1, Klk, K square-free, (z, K) :::: 1 and
k::: IT pap:::k l k2, where k l == k l (K)::: IT pap, k2::: k2(K) = n pap.
plk plK plk, pt K
Then
where
(b) rfJ(k2,1) = kf- Ik2-.<N- I) IT rfJ(p,1)
plk2
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(c) cf>1(kIoK)=kj'-lkl-.(N-I) II cf>a/P,P)
plk,
jor suitably chosen ap prime to p.
PROOF. A direct application of Lemma 2 gives (a). Applying it also to (b) and
(c) we have, respectively
cf>(k2,1)= II cf>(pQp,l)= II p(Qp-I)(N-I)cf>(p, 1)
plk2 plk2
= kf' - 1k2-.<N- I) II cf>(p, 1)
pl k2
and
= II p(Qp-I)(N-I) II cf>ap(P,P)
plk, plk,
on using Lemma 3 (v) and (iv).
LEMMA 5. Suppose that (a, p) =(z, p) =1.
(i) By hypothesis (A),
cf>(p,l)<agpN-I.
(ii) By hypothesis (B),
cf>a(P, p)<agpN- 3/2.
REMARK (i) This is well-known and, indeed, holds for any polynomial j
which is not identically zero, mod p. (ii) is a consequence of Bombieri's theorem
on 'exponential sums along a curve' [1] (for an alternative version, see [5],
Theorem 4).
LEMMA 6. By hypotheses (A) and (B),
cf>1(Z,k,K)<agkN- 1K- 1I2,jorallz with (z,K)=l.
PROOF. This is obtained by inserting the estimates (i), (ii) of Lemma 5 into
(b), (c) of Lemma 4 and (a) of Lemma 4 provides the required inequality.
4. THE ESTIMATION OF E2(m,S), (cf. [21, § 4, (28»
Let
E2(m, S) = ~ I ~ em ( - z'Y)1 2,
O"ZECm YES
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on replacing k by min (1) and (3). Then E2(k, S) =E2(S) and
E2(m,S) + ISI2 = 1: 1: em[z·(y-x)]
xeCm (x,y)eS2
1: 1: em[z·(y-x)]
(x,y)eS2 xeCm
=m N 1:
(x,y)eS2
y.x mod m
1: {m N 1: I}.
xeS yeS
y.x mod m
Thus
E2(m,S)= 1: {[m N • 1: 1 ] -lSI}.
xeS yeS
y-x (mod m)
We note first that, if sc.c; then xeS, yeS, y=x mod m~y=x and so
Otherwise, we provide a general inequality in the following lemma:
LEMMA 7.
PROOF. For each xeS, define
T(x)={yeS: y=x mod m}.
Then U(x) = Uye T(x) (Cm +y) is a disjoint union of the sets Cm +y, ye T(x). In
particular,
(i) !U(x)1=mNIT(x)l.
(ii) Cm+ye (S+ Cm) for each ye T(x).
Thus
U(x) e (S + Cm)
and so
m
N 1: 1 -lSI=m N 1: I-lSI
yeS ye T(x)
ye!X mod m
= IU(X)I-ISI
:5IU(x) \ SI
:51(S+ Cm) \ st,
as required.
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For the class of sets S which are integrally convex (cf. hypothesis (C» there
is a sharp bound for I(S+ Cm) \ SI in terms of m and the diameter d(S) of S.
In view of the fact that the faces of Cm are parallel to the coordinated hyper-
planes, it is convenient to introduce a modified diameter O(S):S d(S) as follows:
DEFINITION. Let xj=aj, xj=bj (bj:saj, l:si:sN) denote the n pairs of tac-
planes to S which are parallel to the coordinate planes. Let OJ = a,- b,
(1 :si:sN) and put
o=o(S)= max (aj-bj).
l"i,s,N
LEMMA 8. If S is integrally convex, then
(38) I(S+Cm)\SI:s Il (oj+m)- Il (OJ + 1),
l,s,i,s,N l,s,i,s,N
(39)
REMARK. The following proof is a variation of that proposed by the referee
and is due to my colleague J.B. Wilker.
PROOF. We may suppose that S*B, where
B= {xeZN : bj:sxj:saj, 1:si:sN}
since otherwise (38) holds with equality. Let S be the convex hull of S and let
P be any point of B \ S which minimizes the distance to S. We shall prove that
SU {P} is integrally convex i.e.
(A) SU{p}nzN=SU{P}.
Then it will suffice to prove that
PeZN, P~S=:>P+ Cm([.S+ Cm,
since the addition of a single point P to S has the effect of adding at least one
point (in P+Cm) to S+Cm, in which case I(S+Cm)\SI does not decrease.
The process may now be repeated on SU {P} provided that B \ (SU {P} ) "* 0
and so, after a bounded number of steps
where PI = P and the proof will be complete.
For (A), we observe that, since SU {P} CB,
SU{p}nZNCBUZN
and so, by the definition of P, it suffices to prove that any point
QeSU{P} \ (SU{P})
satisfies
d(Q,S)<d(P,S),
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where d denotes the Euclidean distance between sets. So, let Fe S be the foot
of P on S and let F) be the point where PQ meets S. Since S is convex, the
segment FF) lies in S. Now let Fz denote the point of FF) such that QFz is
parallel to PF. Then the triangle PFF) includes the smaller, similar triangle
QFzF) and so
d(Q, S):5 QFz < PF= d(P, S),
as required.
For (B), we assume that Pe7LN and P+ CmCS+ Cm' Then trivially the 2N
'vertices' of P + Cm are contained in S + Cm • But since
z e Cm~zi~O(1 :5i:5N)
and each vertex x of P+ Cm satisfies
x =y + z(y e S, z e Cm),
there is aye S in each of the 2N orthants about P. If K denotes the convex hull
of these points y, then KCS. Now, if P~S, then P~S, since S is integrally
convex. But as S is bounded and convex there is a half-space I! with P ~ I! and
SCI!. However, I! cannot meet all 2N orthants about any point; a contra-
diction. Hence PeS and (B) is established.
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Recalling briefly the derivation of Tietavainen's inequality (12), we observe
by the finite analogue of Fourier series (cf. [2], p. 370, (22» that (9) implies that
IClr!>(t)= L <P(z)ek(-toz), (C=ChICl=k N )
z e C
or substituting x + y for t and summing over xeS, yeS, we have
ICI L r!>(x+y)=
(x,y)eS2
L L <P(z)ek[ -z,(x+y)],
(x,y)eS2 z e C
L <P(z){ L ek( -zox)}z
zeC xeS
L r!>(x){ISl z}+ L <P(z){ L ek(-zox)}z
xeC O,,"eC xeS
on picking out the term with z = 0 and noting that <P(O) = Lxec r!>(x). Then
by (11),
(40) ICkIISILz(S,r!»= L <P)(z,k,k){ L ek( -zox)}z,
O""eC xeS
since <P(z) = <p) (z, k, k), by (9) and def. 4. It is now important to indicate the
dependence upon the modulus k as we shall collect the terms in (40) according
to a fixed d = g.c.d. (z, k) and then sum over all dlk. Thus on the right of (40),
we have
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~ ~ { ~ (!>k(CO)ek(ZoCO)}{ ~ ek( -z o X)}2
dlk O*zeCk weCk xeS
d e k: (z,k)=d
~ ~ <1>1(z,k,K){ ~ e,,( -zoX)}2.
Klk O*zeCk xeS
K*. (I.K)= 1
Since <1>1 (Z,k, K) =0 if K is not square-free, by Lemma 3 (iii) and Lemma 2, we
may henceforth assume that K is square free and K s,'k•.
Then, by Lemma 6 and the triangle inequality,
L2(S, <P)~ ISI-IICkl- l . k N - 1 ~
Klk
K>l
K- 1/2 ~ I ~ e,,( -zox)1 2
O:t:zeCK xeS
(Z.K)= 1
-ek:' ~ K- 1I2E2(K,S)ISI-I.
Klk
K>l
Since S is integrally convex and t5(S) -sd(S),
ISI-IE2(K,S)s, I(S+ C,,) \ SI
s, [d(S) +K] N - [d(S)] N,
by Lemmas 7 and 8. In particular,
[d(S) + K]N - [d(S)]N~K[max (K,d(S»]N-I,
and so
L2(S,<P)~k-1 ~ K- 1I2'K[max (K,d(S»]N-1
Klk
K>l
as required.
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